Amenti Class 9
Amenti DVDs Counter Time: (DVD2) 02:20–END

Questions and Answers
1. What is the first lesson in figuring out the difference between my Higher Self
wanting to communicate with me, one of my subpersonalities wanting to
communicate with me, or something else that wants to mess with me?
• Energy sensing: Linking your Central Vertical Current with the energy signature
of the communication source.
2. Why didn’t the Taran races continue to evolve successfully?
• They mixed gene codes with other Star People they were not intended to blend
codes with. In other words, interbreeding.
3. The Priesthood of Mu teach and believe in the Sacred Law of ______, also known
as ______________ Consciousness.
• ONE, Unity
4. Do the Tarans need us to evolve in order for them to evolve?
• Yes
5. Universal physics required that the 5 Cloister Races be seeded on ____________
first.
• Parallel, our anti-particle double
6. Which race/nationality has known about Amenti since ancient times?
• Egyptians
7. The Sphere of Amenti set the pattern for the ___________.
• Races; it holds the whole imprint for the evolution of the Turaneusiam race.
8. What did the Sphere of Amenti connect together?
• Earth Core in Dimension 2 and Tara in Dimension 5 BEFORE it blew up.
9. Where does a planet store its Morphogenetic Field?
• In its core.
10. Why couldn’t Tara hold its Morphogenetic Field in itself any more?
• Intense explosions and pole reversals.
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11. Where is Tara’s Morphogenetic Field now?
• Split among all 12 planets of our solar system (including the sun, Maldek and
Nibiru).
12. What does the Blue Flame represent?
• The frequency pattern of our (Earth’s) portion of Tara’s Morphogenetic Field.

Vocabulary
1. Halls of Amenti:
The Halls of Amenti consist of six portals. The main portal bridge is between Earth Core
in Dimension 2 and pre-cataclysmic Tara in Dimension 5. Five other portals connect into
Dimensions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The Halls of Amenti hold the promise of evolution. They
are literal portals to get out of here and ascend.
2. Sphere of Amenti:
Morphogenetic pattern set by Palaidorians in Earth Core so that souls trapped in time
when Tara exploded could manifest in Harmonic Universe 1 (HU 1). The Sphere of
Amenti set race patterns and connected Tara’s Dimension 5 planetary core with Earth’s
Dimension 2 planetary core.
3. Palaidorians:
Beings who transmuted cellular codes in body into energy essence, turned themselves
into a field of light, and then merged energy fields to create a Morphogenetic Field
composed of all their consciousness. They became the Sphere of Amenti. They held the
imprint for evolution of the entire Turaneusiam race. They (as the Sphere of Amenti)
were placed in Dimension 2 Earth Core to attach to morphogenetic pieces that were
ripped off from Tara so that souls could manifest into Harmonic Universe 1. This literally
grew bodies that the souls could attach to so they wouldn’t be lost in the elemental
kingdom forever.
4. Covenant of Palaidor:
Sirians, Pleiadians, Ur-Tarranates, Elohim, Lyrans, Ceres, Lumians and Alanians who
came up with a plan to rescue the Taran souls of HU 1, who would otherwise be stuck in
time forever, and re-connect the Morphogenetic Fields of 12 planets back to Tara (where
they came from in the first place) so they could remerge back into original Tara before
the time of the explosion.
5. Alanians:
Civilization on Tara that began to systematically disregard the Law of One and created
the cataclysm of Tara.
6. Lumians:
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Second of the primary groups on Tara. They were kinder, gentler than the more
aggressive and dominating Alanians. They petitioned Sirian Councils to help them get
away from the Alanians, who were using technologies to draw energy from the core of
Tara, not in harmony with planetary physics. The Lumians moved to the continent of Mu
on Tara (not Earth). Lumians had their own governmental structures. There were great
hostilities between Alanians and Lumians.
7. Mu:
A continent on Tara (not Earth) where the Lumians lived.
8. E-DEN:
Existed on Tara, not Earth. It is where our stories of the Garden of Eden originated,
where the Turaneusiam 1 race began 560 million years ago (MYA). It is where our
stories of the “Original Sin” and the “Fall of Man” originated.
9. Ceres:
A parent race who interbred with and purified the Lumians so they could evolve instead
of digress.
10. Templar Solar Initiates:
Alanian spiritual and political rulers who sided with Sirian Anunnakis, who were
rebelling against the Sirian Council. The Sirian Rebellion broke out in Alania. They
would use power any way they wanted to. Templar Solar Initiates wanted to take Mu and
put it under their dominion.
11. Cloister Race:
The Palaidorian Morphogenetic Field broke into five pieces, carrying the energetic
pattern for five different races. Among them they carried the whole 12-strand DNA
package. This was the first step in the plan to re-evolve fallen Tara and Tarans.
12. Root Race:
The first two Root Races grounded the Morphogenetic Field into matter. Each one was
responsible for bringing into matter one-half of the frequency pattern of the first
dimension. The first DNA strand was put together. The next strand could be built on it.

Multiple Choice
1. The Arc of the Covenant has
(a) sparked
(b) fallen
(c) landed
(d) ascended
2. Humans originally began in Harmonic Universe
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1
2
3
4

3. How many dimensions are there in each Harmonic Universe?
(a) 1
(b) 2
(c) 3
(d) 4
4. Humans originally began on
(a) Mars
(b) Venus
(c) Nibiru
(d) Tara
5. Taran races reproduced by
(a) fission
(b) budding
(c) mammalian methods
(d) both a & b
6. E-DEN was on
(a) Mars
(b) Venus
(c) Nibiru
(d) Tara
7. Elohim were from Harmonic Universe
(a) 1
(b) 2
(c) 3
(d) 4
8. How many portals did the Halls of Amenti represent?
(a) 2
(b) 3
(c) 6
(d) 12
9. Elohim were created by which race?
(a) Lyran
(b) Anunnaki
(c) Pleiadians
(d) Sirians
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10. From D-7 down, you will have one version of a planet in Harmonic Universe
(a) 1
(b) 2
(c) 3
(d) all of the above
11. Palaidorians turned themselves into a
(a) ghost
(b) field of light
(c) spark
(d) sound tone
12. What did the Palaidorians literally grow the fallen souls so they wouldn’t be
stuck in time?
(a) Bodies
(b) Wings
(c) Clocks
(d) None of the above

Attitudes & Responsibilities of Mastery
Attitude of Mastery #9
MINDFULNESS — Loving, Nurturing, and Being Attentive to the ALL-ONE-ness.
Responsibility of Mastery #9
KINDNESS: Like Respect (Dance for Life Attitude of Mastery #4), Kindness is a
birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and misunderstood. When we approach
the world through genuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of creation in
honor of the God Force that lives within all things, we are, again, transmitting electrical
energy of a higher frequency, that will follow the mechanics of universal physics to bring
more of like kind back to us through universal back flow. Kindness is a gift we must first
give to ourselves in order to have it to give to others. Kindness implies being
conscientious and caring toward the needs, feelings and desires of both the self and
others, and to express this concern and caring in action, attitude and intention. Give to
yourself random acts of kindness, then pass along the gift to all who cross your way. Try
being kind to the mean and grouchy neighbor and you may help them rediscover the
ability to smile. When we treat all things with kindness, we demonstrate that we
acknowledge their intrinsic value as manifestations of God Source, and you will often
find God Source lovingly returns the favor.
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Multiple Choice Answers:
1. A, 2. B, 3. C, 4. D, 5. D, 6. D, 7. C, 8. C, 9. A, 10. D, 11. B, 12. A.

The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording.
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